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Explore the new Varomed catalog

You can feel more than 65 years of experience every time 
you take a step. Invaluable craftsmanship combining func-
tionality and aesthetics which is applied with devotion in 

our factory in the Bavarian Forest accounts for the quality of 
our products.  At the same time a product is always as good 

as its service - something that will never change. My team 
joins me in our wish to support you in your search for the 

right shoes for troublesome feet. Have fun in your voyage of 
discovery through our new catalog!

Sincerely, Sarah Constanze Schubert
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All Questions to:

For information on return 
deliveries, please consider 
our general terms and condi-
tions at www.florett.de

+49 9971 4872 0
info@florett.de

Contact information:

Florett GmbH 
Weinbergstraße 15, 93413 Cham, 
Germany

Office hours:
Mo - Do 7:30 - 16:30 Uhr 
Fr 7:30 - 12:30 Uhr

Dear customers,

Thank you for your interest in our products!

As a German shoe manufacturer, we develop and produce 
special shoes for people with foot problems at our company 
location in Bavaria. Amongst our range, you will find various 
shoes for painful and sensitive feet. Our shoes offer different 
solutions for bandages, inflammation, swelling, deformation, 
malposition, diabetic foot syndrome or also lymphedema or 
lipedema.
For the conception of our products, we work hand in hand 
with specialists in orthopedics, medical supply and special 
clinics. To keep up with the latest trends we are always looking 
for suggestions and feedback whenever we exhibit at inter-
national trade fairs. Furthermore we are glad to include your 
constructive suggestions for improvement suggestions into 
the design of our products.
Do not hesitate to contact us.

Mobility is a piece of life quality - because our vision is:
Everybody should have the possibility to wear shoes that fit!
With our products, we would like to improve our customers’ 
mobility and therefore increase their life quality! 
Many of our Varomed models have been included in the Ca-
talog of Medical Aids of the German National Association 
of Statutory Health Insurance Funds after extensive tests 
and studies. They can be prescribed by doctors and qualify for 
financial support from your health insurance provider.

Send your order to:

+49 9971 4872 0
+49 9971 4872 10
+49 9971 4872 28
verkauf@florett.de
www.florett.de

Editorial

Varomed Benefits

• CE marked and certified medical products

• Products made in Germany

• Low minimum order quantities

• NOS warehouse all year round, permanently available articles 
from our Varomed catalogue

• Special widths, especially for very strong feet

• Order taking by phone, well-arranged online store

• Free delivery from 250,- €
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Logo development 
from 1959 until today

65 years of Florett GmbH
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FLORETT
germany

The 65 years of Florett GmbH

Wilhelm Hendrich along with 
seven staff established the Flo-
rett shoe factory. 

Even back then he was in tune 
with the latest developments. As-
sisted by a good dose of courage, 
products of outstanding quali-
ty and close cooperation with 
specialist shoe retailers, he soon 
established a strong position in 
the market. Success soon came 
and Wilhelm Hendrich took the 
first steps towards establishing 
his products on the international 
stage.
The beginning was not easy. Bet-
ween 1959 and 1969 the site had 
to be frequently developed and 
extended and the last hall was bu-
ilt during 1981 and 1982. Because 
of the short transportation routes 
within the factory, the U-shape 
proved to be extremely functional 
in practice.
At the end of the 1990s the foun-
der’s grandson, Martin Hübner, 
took over the management of 
the company and opened up a 
completely fresh market with the 
new products and the Varomed 
brand. With good management 
and sales team plus unwavering 

supply capability and commit-
ment, he created a strong position 
for the company in the health-
care market, while at the same 
time retaining the well-establis-
hed and proven corporate virtues 
in spite of the new direction of the 
company’s business.
Coinciding with the start of the 
Covid pandemic Sarah Schubert, 
a business school graduate and 
new to the shoe industry, assu-
med responsibility for this com-
pany steeped in tradition. Dis-
playing finesse in her decisions, 
she retained what had proven its 
worth, presenting the company in 
a contemporary image that com-
bined tradition with modernity. 
But without profit maximization 
as the prime objective. Company 
policy is guided by the principle 
of preserving workplaces and the 
mission of retaining employment 
and earnings in Germany. Quality, 
reliability and skills, values that 
many people long for, remain 
firmly in place and take a position 
of priority now and in the future.
In 2024 we are now celebrating 
the 65th anniversary of Florett 
GmbH and look forward to future 
cooperation with all our partners.

A company with history

65 years of Florett GmbH
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Everybody should have 
the possibility to wear 

shoes that fit!
With our high-quality medical products we would like to offer 
our customers a higher mobility and therefore a higher quality 

of life. Every day we work on developing our product range
so that we can offer an individual solution for every foot problem.

Varomed - vision
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German 
shoe factory 

since 1959
As a longstanding German shoe manufacturer we are able to 
interlink tradition and innovation. Since 1959 we have been 
creating high-quality products and offer a suitable solution for 
the most different foot problems. We put a lot of experience 
as well as heart and soul into the development of new shoes 
in order to make them not only functional but also optically 

appealing.

Varomed - experience
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As the German shoe manufacturer Florett we sell our products 
under the registered brand name Varomed. Varomed products 
have established themselves as a German quality product, 
which is why we can proudly say: “We are the original with the
V!” We pay attention to fair working conditions, sustainable 
production processes and excellent quality of our shoes. As a 
medical product manufacturer we are obliged to follow strict 
legal guidelines. Our certification according to DIN EN ISO 

13485 certifies that we respect those.

Varomed 
The original 

with the V

Varomed - quality
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Sustainability is a central value for our shoe factory.
Therefore, the majority of our products is manufactured di-
rectly at our company location in Bavaria and is hence “made 
in Germany”. We also focus on sustainability when it comes to 
material purchasing for our shoes. We cooperate solely with 
EU suppliers and watch out for particularly short transporta-
tion routes. By choosing our shoes you can also reduce your 

ecological footprint.

Made in Germany 
& 

Made in Europe

Varomed - sustainability
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Our quality policy

Our vision is that everybody should be able to wear 
shoes that fit provided that foot problems can be 
solved by volume production.

The manufacture of high quality medical footwear 
becomes a necessity if this idea is to become reality. 
We can only achieve this by meeting the standards 
imposed on us by legislation and the standards we 
impose on ourselves.
The wearers of our shoes and the health of their feet 
lie at the heart of our efforts to meet their expectations 
and requirements.

So that we can hold our position as a forward-looking 
company, we direct our attention towards the adoption 
of innovative thinking and continuous improvement 
processes, always from the viewpoint of economic 
success.
Our aim is to maintain workplaces and earnings in 
Germany.

Managing Director Sarah Constanze Schubert

Manufacturing in a high wage country such as Germany 
means not just that we have to keep a close watch 
on costs, but also that we must not lose sight of the 
advantages that manufacturing to German and EU 
standards bring. 
This conforms to our ethical and moral values.

We value and appreciate our colleagues and pay clo-
se attention to appropriate qualifications so that we 
are able to manufacture our products to the defined 
quality standards. Only in this way can we guarantee 
the safety and performance of our medical footwear.

When selecting our suppliers we also search in particular 
for manufacturers in Europe who therefore comply with 
EU quality standards and are comparatively close to us 
so that resources are used consciously and sustainably. 
We also prefer suppliers who value sustainability and 
animal welfare and are able to provide evidence of this 
in the form of certificates. 

Quality policy 
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English 3 3,5 4 4,5 5 5,5 6 6,5 7 7,5 8 8,5 9 9,5 10 10,5 11 11,5 12 12,5 13 13,5 14

German 351/3 36 362/3 371/3 38 382/3 391/3 40 402/3 411/3 42 422/3 431/3 44 442/3 451/3 46 462/3 471/3 48 482/3 491/3 50

Widths overview

Widths overview - Diabetic shoes

size conversion table - what does which width mean?

Standard width
for average feet

To help you gain a better idea of our widths, we have compared 
these with the customary clothes sizes. This does not mean 
that you need shoe width K if you take size L in clothes. The 
sole purpose of the table is to illustrate the amount of space 
available in each width.

The perfect fit of shoes depends on two important factors. In 
addition to the correct length, the right width is vital so that 
the foot neither moves around in the shoe nor is cramped.
Shoe width is indicated by letters: The further the letter is from 
the beginning of the alphabet, the wider the shoe.  However, if 
the wearer has broad feet or when orthopedic inserts are worn, 
space in many shoes quickly becomes too narrow.

comfortable width
for strong or slightly swollen feet

Diabetic width H - narrow feet
with soft foam footbed or diabetic foot footbed.

For the best possible care of diabetic feet, our diabetic shoes have a well thought-out width system.

Diabetic widths K & L - normal feet
The shoe width corresponds to the regular width L. For wear with soft foam footbed or diabetic footbed for nor-
mal feet. One last but complete flexibility. Width K is achieved by the addition of the insert provided. Without the 
insert, the shoe becomes width L.

You can find a detailed explanation of the width range of diabetic footwear starting on page 70.

Our conversion table presents the English and German sizes alongside each other to make a comparison easy for you.

overwidth
for very strong or severely swollen feet

bandage shoe width
for very severely swollen or bandaged feet

special width
for very thick bandages or lymphedema patients

widhts

Sizes

width

F
G
H
K
L
R

definition

Extra Small
Small

Medium
Large

Extra Large
Extra Extra Large

=
=
=
=
=
=

As a width specialist, we therefore offer shoes for a wide range 
of foot widths. Width H is recommended for muscular or slightly 
swollen feet. If the foot needs additional space (perhaps with 
an insert), the oversize K is the right size. If feet are deformed 
or badly swollen, we recommend our L and R widths.

To help you find the right size you can order a set of insole templates 
free of charge for the form that interests you.
Form 31: Art.-Nr. 60030 
Form 58: Art.-Nr. 60031 
Form 60: Art.-Nr. 60032

widths & sizes
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3 3,5 4 4,5 5 5,5 6 6,5 7 7,5 8 8,5 9 9,5 10 10,5 11 11,5 12

Form 77 - width K

length 232 236 240 244 248 252 256 260 265 269 273

volume 225 230 235 240 245 250 255 260 265 270 275

Form 79 - width H

length 228 232 237 242 247 250 254 258 263 268 272

volume 224 227 230 233 237 240 243 246 249 253 256

Form 87 - width K

length 234 238 243 248 253 256 260 264 269 274 277

volume 222 227 232 237 242 247 252 257 262 267 272

Form 88 - width K

length 269 274 277 280 284 288 292 296 300 305 309

volume 262 267 272 275 278 282 285 289 292 295 299

Form 90 - width DIA H, DIA K and DIA L

length 234 238 243 248 253 256 260 264 269 274 277 280 284 288 292 296 300 305 309

volume 
width H 222 227 232 237 242 247 252 257 262 267 272 275 278 282 285 289 292 295 299

volume 
width K 

and L
231 237 242 247 252 257 263 268 273 278 283 287 290 293 297 301 305 308 312

English sizes - the shape is indicated by the first two digits of the article number Information in mm

How to measure correctly

Define the shape
When defining the shape, please look 
at the first two digits of the article 
number.
If the number is 31311 for instance, 
please use the table for shape 31. 
Measure the bare foot while standing.

Measuring the length of the foot
• Place the foot with the heel against the 

back of a book.
• Draw the outline on a sheet of paper 

(important: Hold the pencil straight and 
ensure the person’s weight is distributed 
equally on all parts of the foot)

• Measure from the heel to the end of 
the foot

• Add 5 - 7 mm and select the next higher 
size in the row headed “length” in the 
table.

Measuring the volume of the foot
• Place the tape measure loosely 

round the widest part of the foot
• Look for the measurement in the 

row headed “volume” in the table
• If the figure is between two sizes, 

select the next higher size

widths & sizes

widths & sizes
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36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 50

Form 31 - width H

length 236 242 249 255 262 268 274 280

volume 230 235 240 245 250 255 260 265

Form 46 - width K

length 239 245 252 258 265 272 278 283 289

volume 239 241 246 250 254 258 261 263 265

Form 58 - width L        Attention: This article runs one size smaller!

length 230 238 243 248 255 262 270 275 283 290 298 312

volume 240 245 250 255 260 265 270 275 280 285 290 300

Form 60 - width L & R

length 240 246 253 260 267 272 278 285 292 299 304 312 322 338

volume 
width L 251 256 261 266 271 276 281 286 291 296 301 306 311 321

volume
width R 270 275 279 284 288 293 297 302 307 311 315 319 323 331

Form 64 - width G

length 271 276 282 289 295 301 307 313

volume 242 246 251 256 261 266 271 276

Form 75 - width L

length 266 273 280 285 292 299 306 312

volume
width L 271 276 281 286 291 296 301 306

volume 
width R 288 293 298 303 308 313 318 323

Form 76 - width L

length 241 247 254 260 266 273 280

volume 
width L 251 256 261 266 271 276 281

volume 
width R 268 273 278 283 288 293 298

Form 78 - width H

length 266 273 280 285 292 299 306 312

volume 266 270 274 278 282 286 290 294

Form 82 - width H

length 265 270 280 285 290 297 305 310

volume 252 255 257 260 265 270 275 280

German sizes - the shape is indicated by the first two digits of the article number Information in mm

widths & sizes

widths & sizes
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single shoes

• different sizes for the right and the left foot
• in case you only need one shoe

Can’t find the model you are looking for? For reasons associated with production, 
individual items of other articles are also available. Please inquire.

Did you know that we also offer many of our models as a single piece?

60920S Genua
25 navy blue
Page 32

60920S Genua
60 black
Page 32

60460S Meran XXL
60 black
Page 45

60910S Meran
60 black
Page 36

60910S Meran
25 navy blue
Page 36

58882S Göteborg
60 black
Page 39

Legend

CE mark
The CE mark states that this product has been checked 
for the special requirements for medical products and 
confines with them. We certify this with our declaration 
of conformity according to the MDR.

Bandage and therapy shoes
Plenty of space in widths L and R

Stretch shoes
pressure relief on sensitive areas

Prophylaxis shoes
Kind to tender feet

Diabetic shoes
Designed to meet the requirements of diabetics

House slippers
Optimum comfort for wearing at home

Boots
Safe and comfortable for winter weather

Suitable for personal inlays
Nearly all of our shoes are suitable for your personal 
inlays.

1 cm more toe height
These shoes are particularly broad and offer 1 cm 
more space in the toe area than our usual bandage 
and therapy shoes.

warm lining
This shoe has a lining made of lamb’s wool or new 
wool which makes it especially warm and comfortable.

water-repellent
We don’t leave you in the lurch when it starts to rain! 
When you see this sign you are selecting a shoe with 
water-repellent properties

Varotex-Membrane
For warm and dry feet in winter: water-repellent, 
wind-proof and breathable membrane.

Men‘s modelUnisex model Women‘s model

Washable
Take out the insole before washing and carefully 
close all fasteners. Put the shoes into a laundry bag 
or a pillowcase. 
Select the delicates cycle with the lowest possible 
spin number and use our Varomed functional deter-
gent for shoes.
In order to dry the shoes, we recommend stuffing 
them with kitchen paper and letting them dry gently. 
Make sure the shoes are not exposed to a direct heat 
source such as a radiator, oven or a chimney.

Single shoes and legend
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upper materials lining material

Materials used

microvelour
Soft, durable and easy to clean. Many years proven 
service in shoes. Offers all the properties of textiles - 
washable and velour appearance.

Jersey lining
Quick-drying, climate-regulating and soft, with antimi-
crobial functional features thanks to silver ions.
Woolen lining – pure new wool /Lamb’s woolen lining
Can absorb up to 30 % of its own weight in moisture. 
The new wool was obtained considering animal welfare 
and is certified according to RWS (Responsible Wool 
Standard). Snug, warm and fluffy but very functional

Terrycloth lining with antimicrobial functional fea-
tures thanks to silver ions
This washable material with a high cotton content gently 
molds itself to the shape of the foot and can absorb a 
large amount of moisture if necessary.
Silver piqué lining
This antimicrobial lining with silver ions ensures that 
our stretch materials fit snugly. Cooling/warming as 
required and soft.
Lycra
The elastic lining that keeps its shape permanently 
and feels light and smooth when worn.
Dialino lining
A special lining for ultra-sensitive feet. Absorbs moisture 
quickly, dries rapidly and with a surprisingly skin-like 
feeling.

velcro velour
The little loops ensure that the tiny hooks copied from 
nature cling to the material and make it possible for 
the shoe to meet a range of shape requirements Our 
classic, soft, low maintenance and washable.
stretch material
We have been using high-quality stretch materials in 
the health-care sector for more than 25 years. They 
provide the flexibility which is particularly needed in 
the area of the forefoot.
mesh material
Sporty mesh-type fabric made of PET – very breathable, 
crease and tear resistant, washable and quick-drying.

Leather
Leather in the form of a high-quality natural product 
manufactured in Europe, selected from suppliers we 
trust for their attention to animal health and welfare.
Imitation leather
Tough, wipeable upper material, resistant to stains and 
damp. Offers advantages compared with purely textile 
materials, particularly outdoors.

A different view on our shoe soles and our manufacturing types worth knowing

Our sole types

At our location in Cham we sole the majority of our entire shoe 
production with direct injection of outer soles made of PU. This 
sole permanently merges with the insole material without 
the use of any additional glue. Foamed PU not only is a light 
material when it comes to weight, it can also be ground and 
shaped very well.

However, we also produce AGO style shoes. During this type 
of production, the prefabricated PU soles are glue to the 
strobed shafts. While doing so, we pay attention to high-qua-
lity processing and good glue quality. This enables a more 
flexible model design.

Furthermore, you can also find shoes with a hand seam within
our range. This style is not only optically appealing, it also has 
the advantage that nearly no glue is used, however the shaft 
is still firmly attached to the sole and keeps its flexibility at the 
same time. Repair works can easily be executed – another 
bonus point in terms of sustainability.

Materials
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Diabetiker

Made in

Europe
Made in

Germany

Prophylaxe

Stretch

Therapie

geeignetEinlagen

handgenäht

Varo-

membran

Var
io-S

cha
�

waschbar
30°

Normalweite

Weite G

Komfortweite

Weite H

ÜberweiteWeite K

Verbandschuhweite

Weite L

Spezialweite

Weite R

widths

product groups production

functions

Product details on the shoe

The blue hang tags indicate the product group to which the shoe 
belongs. By using this marking system you can easily find the 
right section of the Instructions for Use. Our Varomed catalog 
also follows this structure and the products are arranged here 
by product groups.

The width is an important feature of our shoes. These red hang 
tags on the shoe will tell you the width at first glance.  (Read 
more about the width on page 15.)

Many of our shoes are characterized by functional properties 
and design.

This shoe leaves suf-
ficient space for your 
own inserts.

The lining in the 
shaft can be cut 
away in these mo-
dels, thus increasing 
the volume.

Our boots are manu-
factured with a Varo-
tex membrane. This 
makes them wind-
proof, water-repel-
lent and breathable.

Shoes with this sym-
bol are made from 
recycled material 
and are therefore 
particularly sustai-
nable.

This item can be 
machine washed in 
the delicate cycle at 
30°C.

The sole and shaft of 
this boot are hand-
stitched together.

This hang tag also tells you where your shoe was manufactured. 
The majority of our products are made at our site in Germany. 
To supplement our styles we also work with companies in Eu-
rope, for instance with a family company in Slovakia which has 
been manufacturing exclusively for us for more than 20 years.

Product details
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Our product groups

Bandage and therapy shoes for everyone who

• tends to have swollen legs, ankles and/or feet
• needs a lot of room for bandaged and wrapped feet
• additionally has to use an orthopedic insole or a footbed
• is grateful for easy fastening and large gripping areas
• is able to partially place weight on the foot again after an operation
• supports the foot with an enclosed heel guide, heel cap and stable sole

Stretch shoes for everyone who

• suffers from painful or inflamed feet as well as feet out of shape
• is affected by rheumatism, gout or arthrosis especially in the feet
• needs both support while walking and protection against friction and pressure
• wants to relieve the pain resulting from hallux valgus, hallux rigidus, hammer toes and claw toes
• is glad about handy fastening solutions and perfect adjustment throughout the day
• has to wear orthopedic insoles

Prophylaxis shoes for everyone who

Diabetic shoes for everyone who

• wants to protect their sensitive and pressure-sensitive feet preventatively
• needs a nearly seamless, cushioned shoe interior and a safe tread due to sensory disorders
• suffers from diabetes without diabetic foot syndrome
• wants to give their changed feet enough room in order to be able to better walk
• wants to find enough room for personal inlays

• suffers from diabetic foot syndrome
• already suffers from existing or healed ulcers
• needs a diabetes-adapted footbed
• who needs to avoid regional pressures spikes and mechanical irritations due to their illness

Shoes for everyday wear at work for everyone who

• is permanently on duty for others in their job and wants to do something good for their feet
• wears orthopedic inlays in their day-to-day work

House slippers for everyone who

Boots for everyone who

• also at home likes to declare their foot health a matter of the heart
• appreciates the anatomically shaped footbed inserted in our house slippers of form 24 and 69
• is glad for high-quality house slippers and enough room for orthopedic inlays inserted in our other forms

• appreciates the advantages of a pure wool or lamb’s wool lining for a pleasant foot climate
• has recognized the beneficial wind- and water-repellent properties of a welded membrane
• needs a slightly greater width, likes simple fastening solutions and loves warm and dry feet 

in the winter time
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BESTSELLER

BESTSELLER

BESTSELLER

BESTSELLER

BESTSELLER

BESTSELLER BESTSELLER

BESTSELLER BESTSELLER

BESTSELLER

Bandage and therapy shoes

60920 Genua Premium
Page 31

60919 Genua Colour
Page 32

60882 Florenz
Page 43

60470 Hamburg XXL
Page 44

58906 Bali
Page 38

58890 Lugano
Page 40

60811 Zürich
Page 42

60460 Meran XXL
Page 45

60910 Meran Premium
Page 31

60926 Belfast
Page 34

60910 Meran
Page 36

58900 Ibiza
Page 38

58880 Malmö
Page 40

60817 Zürich winter
Page 42

60410 Roma XXL
Page 45

58880 Malmö Premium
Page 31

60925 Genua winter I
Page 34

60870 Rimini
Page 36

58908 Kopenhagen
Page 38

58896 Mailand
Page 40

60820 Vancouver
Page 43

60420 Dublin XXL
Page 45

60650 Genua Slipper
Page 33

60928 Genua winter II
Page 34

60210 Sorrent
Page 37

58892 Genf
Page 39

60710 Kokkola
Page 41

60810 Tromsö
Page 42

60480 Göteborg XXL
Page 44

60920 Genua
Page 33

60924 London
Page 35

60960 Lindau
Page 37

58882 Göteborg
Page 39

58907 Grenoble
Page 41

60490 Genua XXL
Page 33

60922 Parma
Page 35

60929 London winter
Page 35

60930 Garmisch
Page 37

58881 Stockholm
Page 39

60843 Valencia
Page 41

60970 Innsbruck
Page 43

60450 Rijeka XXL
Page 44

all models at a glance

Article overview
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BESTSELLER BESTSELLER

BESTSELLERBESTSELLER

Lymphatic shoes

60310 lymph lace up shoe
Page 47

60320 lymph sandal
Page 47

60330 lymph velcro shoe
Page 47

all models at a glance

31311 Strasbourg
Page 50

77351 Lyon
Page 52

79151 Tallinn
Page 54

87112 Kioto
Page 56

79251 Siena
Page 58

04325 Yvonne
Page 61

31511 Helsinki
Page 50

77371 Grenada
Page 52

79142 Budapest
Page 54

87260 New York
Page 56

79703 Moskau
Page 59

04375 Mia
Page 61

60840 Arlon
Page 51

88110 San Antonio
Page 53

77273 Lille
Page 55

77741 Fremont
Page 57

79721 Berlin
Page 59

60815 Teneriffa
Page 51

82100 Madison
Page 53

77271 Marseille
Page 55

77701 Sevilla
Page 57

76211 Maastricht
Page 51

82540 Reno
Page 53

77243 Toulouse
Page 55

77272 Lausanne
Page 57

06325 Isabelle
Page 60

87220 Salerno
Page 52

79281 Madrid
Page 54

87221 Trenton
Page 56

79231Tartu
Page 58

06375 Maria
Page 60

77733 Malibu
Page 58

Stretch shoes

Article overview
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BESTSELLER

Prophylaxis shoes

Diabetic shoes

Shoes for everyday wear at work

90112 Duisburg
Page 71

75150 Brüssel
Page 73

04161 Helsingborg
Page 81

87160 Glenn
Page 64

78100 Tirana
Page 67

90272 Dresden
Page 71

75500 Wien
Page 73

04301 Martha
Page 81

87275 Quincy
Page 64

78120 Vaduz
Page 67

90220 Düsseldorf
Page 72

88120 Austin
Page 65

82120 Memphis
Page 67

90275 Deggendorf
Page 72

88170 Chico
Page 65

90180 Dortmund
Page 72

88130 Nashville
Page 66

88180 Houston
Page 66

75100 Olso
Page 73

88510 Ottawa
Page 66

Article overview

all models at a glance
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BESTSELLER

BESTSELLER

BESTSELLER

BESTSELLER BESTSELLER

House slippers

Boots

= best seller

46311 Lene
Page 84

249XX Anna
Page 76

69511 Richard
Page 78

60851 Malmedy
Page 80

46313 Lisa
Page 84

24445 Bella
Page 76

69531 Rudi
Page 78

02624 Ricardo
Page 80

46451 Ina
Page 84

31931 Skopje
Page 76

69541 Toni
Page 78

02667 Maxi
Page 80

50335 Caroline
Page 85

2693X Monza
Page 77

04871 Henry
Page 79

50511 Tamara
Page 85

26311 Como
Page 77

04811 Luca
Page 79

64421 Paul
Page 85

31920 Genua Width H
Page 77

69126 Simon
Page 79

Article overview

all models at a glance
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60920 Genua
25 marine

60920 Genua
HMV-Nr. 31.03.03.4011
Velcro velour, width L
60 black: 36-48, 50
25 navy blue: 36-47
03 burgundy: 36-43

60910 Meran
HMV-Nr. 31.03.03.4010
Velcro velour, width L
60 black: 36-48, 50
25 navy blue: 36-47
03 burgundy: 36-44

58890 Lugano
HMV-Nr. 31.03.03.4069
Microvelour, width L
60 black: 36-47

58880 Malmö
HMV-Nr. 31.03.03.4071
Microvelour, width L
60 black: 36-46, 48

60420 Dublin XXL
HMV-Nr. 31.03.03.4062
Velcro velour, width R
60 black, 25 navy blue: 
36-47

58892 Genf
HMV-Nr. 31.03.03.4070
Mesh, width L
60 black, 50 tan: 36-46, 48
03 burgundy: 36-44

Varomed models marked this way are included in the Cata-
log of Medical Aids of the German National Association 
of Statutory Health Insurance Funds and retailers with the 
appropriate approval can bill them via the patient’s health 
insurance provider. You can obtain further information from 
the approved specialist retailer or health insurance provider.

Only applies in Germany

Articles with Medical Aid Numbers

58882 Göteborg
HMV-Nr. 31.03.03.4064
Mesh, width L
60 black, 20 blue, 50 tan: 36-
46, 48   
03 burgundy: 36-43

60460 Meran XXL
HMV-Nr. 31.03.03.4074
Velcro velour, width R
60 black: 36-48, 50

58906 Bali
HMV-Nr. 31.03.03.4072
Velcro velour, width L
25 navy blue: 36-46, 48

58900 Ibiza
HMV-Nr. 31.03.03.4009
Velcro velour, width L
25 navy blue, 60 black: 
36-46, 48

60930 Garmisch
HMV-Nr. 31.03.03.4012
Microvelour, width L
60 black, 52 mocca: 36-47

60811 Zürich
HMV-Nr. 31.03.03.4079
Microvelour/Stretch, width L
60 black, 52 mocca, 
03 burgundy: 36-47
32 sand: 36-43 

60820 Vancouver
HMV-Nr. 31.03.03.4080
Microvelour/Stretch, width L
60 black: 36-47

60810 Tromsö
HMV-Nr. 31.03.03.4079
Microvelour/Stretch, width L
60 black: 35-48, 50

HMV articles
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31.03.03.4XXX

Mustermann, Max
Musterstraße 10
00000 Musterstadt

01.01.76
1234567891

1234567891

Krankenkasse

123456789

12345678 123456-7-89 16.11.2023

A1234567891 1

Postoperative oder sonstige Wunden, auch versorgt mit ausgedehnten, 
ggf. gepolsterten Verbänden, deren Heilungsvorgang über einen längeren 
Zeitraum verläuft und zumindest eine Teilbelastung des Fußes beim 
Gehen, auch außer Haus, zulässt

MUSTER

58882 Göteborg
HMV-Nr. 31.03.03.4064
Mesh, width L
60 black: 36-46, 48

60410 Roma XXL
HMV-Nr. 31.03.03.4075
Velcro velour, width R
60 black: 36-48, 50

60320 Lymph sandal
HMV-Nr. 31.03.03.4105
and 60321 toe protector
HMV-Nr. 31.03.03.4105
Stretch, width R
60 black: 36-48, 50

60310 Lymph lace-up shoe
HMV-Nr. 31.03.03.4094
Microvelour/Stretch, width R
60 black: 36-48, 50

60882 Florenz
HMV-Nr. 31.03.03.4067
Mesh, width L
60 black: 36-47

60450 Rijeka XXL
HMV-Nr. 31.03.03.4066
Velcro velour, width R
25 navy blue: 36-47

60920S Genua
HMV-Nr. 31.03.03.4011
Velcro velour, width L
60 black: 36-48, 50
25 navy blue: 36-47

60910S Meran
HMV-Nr. 31.03.03.4010
Velcro velour, width L
60 black: 36-48, 50
25 navy blue: 36-47

60460S Meran XXL
HMV-Nr. 31.03.03.4074
Velcro velour, width R
60 black: 36-48, 50

Single shoes

All our models with an HMV number have either width 
L - bandage shoe width  (for severely swollen or ban-
daged feet) or width R - special width (for very thick 
bandages or lymphedema  patients). All are also was-
hable (except for articles marked as non-washable), 
unisex and suitable for personal inserts. Information 
on the material of the uppers and special features can 
be found in the details of each article.

Advantages of our Varomed HMV models:

Pad with proposed prescriptions
(Art.-Nr. 60064)

To assist you when speaking to customers

58881 Stockholm
HMV-Nr. 31.03.03.4068
Wonder, width L
25 navy blue: 36-46, 48

60960 Lindau
HMV-Nr. 31.03.03.4077
Microvelour, width L
60 black: 36-47

60970 Innsbruck
HMV-Nr. 31.03.03.4076
Microvelour, width L, new 
wool lining and Varotex-
Membrane
60 black: 36-48, 50

• Tick the recommended product on the medical aids pad.
• Give the page to the customer to present to his/her doctor.
• The doctor’s prescription should follow the wording of the 

prescription on our pad.

It works like this:

HMV articles
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Bandage and therapy shoes

Indications

1. postoperative or other wounds tended to with extensive, 
perhaps cushioned bandages with a longer-term healing 
process which enable at least a partial load on the foot while 
walking, also outside the house

2. winding/swelling caused by lymphatic and/or vascular di-
seases of the feet

3. hormonal or systemic diseases which tend to cause swollen 
legs, ankles and/or feet

4. deformations, swelling, inflammation

Advantages

Varomed bandage shoes give patients the possibility to
protect their feet and maintain or regain their mobility
as far as possible thanks to

• the ability to accommodate large windings and bandages or 
also heavily swollen feet

• wide or complete opening possibilities for an easy entry
• handy closing solutions for continuous width adjustment 

thanks to velcro fasteners with large gripping areas for easy 
handling

• secure hold and good heel guide especially with closed models 
thanks to a formed heel cap

• suitable for outdoors
• outer soles which can be ground and orthopedically trimmed
• extra wide, secure tread areas

A space miracle for injured feet

Bandage and therapy shoes
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• excellent shape retention and stability even after several 
washes

• pleasantly soft to the touch
• ultra-high quality workmanship and modern design
• sophisticated deep black, tone in tone inside and outside

• high quality stitching for that individual look
• time-tested models for a variety of applications
• a quality product hand-made in Germany under fair 

manufacturing conditions

Your benefits from the Premium Black Edition:

Varomed best-seller in a unique Black Edition:

60920 Genua Premium

Premium velcro velour, black terrycloth lining, velcro fasteners, 
6 mm soft foam inlay, PU sole

60910 Meran Premium

Premium velcro velour, black terrycloth lining, velcro strap at 
the instep, heel zipper, 6 mm soft foam inlay, PU sole

58880 Malmö Premium

Premium velcro velour, black terrycloth lining, velcro fasteners, 
6 mm soft foam inlay with terrycloth, PU sole

60P black: 38 - 46

60P black: 38 - 44

60P black: 38 - 44

PREMIUM BLACK EDITION



GENUA
COLOUR

GENUA COLOUR GENUA COLOUR 
GENUA COLOUR GENUA COLOUR 
GENUA COLOUR GENUA COLOUR 
GENUA COLOUR GENUA COLOUR 
GENUA COLOUR GENUA COLOUR 
GENUA COLOUR GENUA COLOUR 
GENUA COLOUR GENUA COLOUR 
GENUA COLOUR GENUA COLOUR 
GENUA COLOUR GENUA GENUA 
COLOUR GENUA COLOUR GENUA

60919 Genua Colour

Micro velour, terrycloth lining, velcro fasteners, 
3 mm soft foam inlay, PU sole

02 burgundy: 38 - 44  49 aquamarine: 38 - 44 
43 yellow: 38 - 44  16 petrol: 38 - 44 
07 mauve: 38 - 44
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XXL

60650 Genua Slipper

Premium velcro velour, black terrycloth lining, velcro fasteners, 
3 mm soft foam inlay, PU sole

60920 Genua

Velcro velour, antibacterial terrycloth lining, velcro fasteners, 
3 mm soft foam inlay, PU sole

60490 Genua XXL

Premium velcro velour, black terrycloth lining, velcro fasteners, 
3 mm soft foam inlay, PU sole

• also available as a single shoe in black and navy blue 
(60920S-60, 60920S-25)

60 black: 36 - 47

60 black: 36 - 47

• easy slipping-in

25 navy blue: 36 - 47   60 black: 36 - 48, 50
03 burgundy: 36 - 43  61 gray: 36 - 47

Bandage and therapy shoes
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60925 Genua winter I

Velcro velour, new wool lining, velcro fasteners, PU sole

60926 Belfast

Printed micro velour, new wool lining, velcro fasteners, PU sole

60928 Genua winter II

Microvelour, new wool lining, velcro fasteners, PU sole

25 navy blue: 36 - 47

25 navy blue: 36 - 47  03 burgundy: 36 - 43
52 mocca: 36 - 47

60 black: 36 - 48, 50

Bandage and therapy shoes
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60924 London

Imitation leather, terrycloth lining, velcro fasteners, 
3 mm soft foam inlay, PU sole

60929 London winter

Imitation leather, new wool lining, velcro fasteners, PU sole

• Profile + for more outdoor safety
• wipeable

• Profile + for more outdoor safety
• wipeable

60 black: 36 - 47

60 black: 36 - 47

60922 Parma

Mesh, terrycloth lining, velcro fasteners, changeable footbed, 
3 mm soft foam inlay, PU sole

60 black: 36 - 47

• soft, breathable upper material

Bandage and therapy shoes
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60870 Rimini

Velcro velour, antibacterial terrycloth lining, velcro fasteners, 
3 mm soft foam inlay, PU sole

• upper velcro strap can be completely 
removed for better adjustment

60 black: 36 - 47

60910 Meran

Velcro velour, antibacterial terrycloth lining, velcro strap at 
the instep, heel zipper, 3 mm soft foam inlay, PU sole

• also available as a single shoe in black and navy blue 
(60910S-60, 60910S-25)

• parted heel cap with zipper for easy slipping-in

25 navy blue: 36 - 47   60 black: 36 - 48, 50
03 burgundy: 37 - 42

Bandage and therapy shoes

60910 Meran
(see above) photo 60460 Meran XXL

(page 45)

zipper with zipper without zipper

edge of the sole cannot be opened up to
the edge of the sole

opened up to the
edge of the sole
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60960 Lindau

Microvelour, jersey lining, velcro fastener, changeable footbed, 
PU sole

60930 Garmisch

Microvelour, jersey lining, velcro fasteners, 
3 mm soft foam inlay, PU sole

• velcro fasteners can easily be moved by a specialist

• Profile + for more outdoor safety

60 black: 36 - 47

60 black: 36 - 47   52 mocca: 36 - 47

60210 Sorrent

Velcro velour Premium, terrycloth lining, velcro fasteners,
3 mm soft foam inlay, PU sole

60 black: 36 - 47

Bandage and therapy shoes
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• This article runs one size smaller!
• matching heel strap 58901 (page 87)

• This article runs one size smaller!
• matching heel strap 58901 (page 87)

• This article runs one size smaller!
• matching heel strap 58901 (page 87)

25 navy blue: 36 - 46, 48

58900 Ibiza

Velcro velour, antibacterial terrycloth lining, velcro fastener,
6 mm soft foam inlay, PU sole 

58908 Kopenhagen

Velcro velour, antibacterial terrycloth lining, velcro fasteners, 
Cool-Max-inlay, PU sole 

58906 Bali

Velcro velour, antibacterial terrycloth lining, velcro fastener, 
Cool-Max-inlay, PU sole

60 black: 36 - 46, 48  25 navy blue: 36 - 46, 48

25 navy blue: 36 - 46, 48   60 black: 36 - 46, 48

Bandage and therapy shoes
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58892 Genf

Mesh, terrycloth lining, velcro fasteners,
6 mm soft foam inlay, PU sole

58882 Göteborg

Mesh, terrycloth lining, velcro fasteners,
6 mm soft foam inlay, PU sole

• This article runs one size smaller!

• This article runs one size smaller!

• This article runs one size smaller!

03 burgundy: 36 - 44  50 tan: 36 - 46, 48
60 black: 36 - 46, 48

50 tan: 36 - 46, 48   03 burgundy: 36 - 43 
60 black: 36 - 46, 48  20 blue: 36 - 46, 48

58881 Stockholm

Wonder, terrycloth lining, velcro fasteners,
6 mm soft foam inlay, PU sole

25 navy blue: 36 - 46, 48

Bandage and therapy shoes
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58890 Lugano

Microvelour, antibacterial jersey lining, velcro fasteners, 
6 mm soft foam inlay, PU sole

58880 Malmö

Microvelour, antibacterial jersey lining, velcro fasteners,
heel cap, 6 mm soft foam inlay, PU sole

• This article runs one size smaller!

• This article runs one size smaller!

60 black: 36 - 46, 48, 50

60 black: 36 - 46, 48

58896 Mailand

Stretch, jersey lining, velcro fasteners, 6 mm soft foam inlay, 
PU sole 

60 black: 36 - 46, 48

• This article runs one size smaller!
• Heel without velcro fastener

Bandage and therapy shoes
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60710 Kokkola

moose leather, Dialino lining, velcro fasteners,
6 mm soft foam inlay, PU sole

58907 Grenoble

Imitation leather/stretch, terrycloth lining, velcro fastener, 
Cool-Max-inlay, PU sole 

60 black: 36 - 47

60 black: 36 - 46

• soft, adjustable moose leather
• Profile + for more outdoor safety

• This article runs one size smaller!
• Wipeable

60843 Valencia

Stretch/microvelour, jersey lining, velcro fastener, 
3 mm soft foam inlay, PU sole

60 black: 36 - 47

• Profile + for more outdoor safety

Bandage and therapy shoes
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60817 Zürich winter

Stretch/microvelour, new wool lining, velcro fastener, chan-
geable footbed, PU sole 

60811 Zürich

Stretch/microvelour, shoe quarter with antibacterial jersey 
lining, velcro fastener with eyelet, changeable footbed, PU sole

• Profile + for more outdoor safety

• Profile + for more outdoor safety

• Profile + for more outdoor safety

60 black: 36 - 47

60 black: 36 - 47   52 mocca: 36 - 47 
03 burgundy: 36 - 47  32 sand: 36 - 43

60810 Tromsö

Stretch/microvelour, shoe quarter with antibacterial jersey 
lining, velcro fastener with eyelet, changeable footbed, PU sole

60 black: 36 - 48, 50

Bandage and therapy shoes
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• Profile + for more outdoor safety

• Profile + for more outdoor safety

60820 Vancouver

Stretch/microvelour, shoe quarter with antibacterial jersey 
lining. velcro fastener, changeable footbed, PU sole

60 black: 36 - 47

60970 Innsbruck

Microvelour, new wool lining, velcro fastener, Varotex-Mem-
brane, no changeable footbed, PU sole

60 black: 36 - 48, 50

60 black: 36 - 47

60882 Florenz

Mesh, terrycloth lining, velcro fastener, heel fastener,
3 mm soft foam inlay, PU sole

• soft heel part without heel cap

Bandage and therapy shoes
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XXL XXL
• flexibly adjustable to the volume of the foot/

bandage

• velcro fasteners with especially long straps

60 black: 36 - 47

60470 Hamburg XXL

Mesh, terrycloth lining, velcro fasteners, 6 mm soft foam inlay, 
PU sole 

60480 Göteborg XXL

Mesh, terrycloth lining, velcro fasteners, 6 mm soft foam inlay, 
PU sole

60450 Rijeka XXL

Velcro velour, antibacterial terrycloth lining, velcro fasteners, 
6 mm soft foam inlay, PU sole

25 navy blue: 36 - 47

60 black: 36 - 47

Bandage and therapy shoes
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XXL XXL
60420 Dublin XXL

Velcro velour, antibacterial terrycloth lining, velcro fasteners, 
3 mm soft foam inlay, PU sole

60410 Roma XXL

Velcro velour, antibacterial terrycloth lining, velcro fastener, 
3 mm soft foam inlay, PU sole

60460 Meran XXL

Velcro velour, antibacterial terrycloth lining, velcrostrap at 
the instep, 3 mm soft foam inlay, PU sole

NEW: Bestseller 60920 Genua now also available as 60490 Genua XXL (Page 33)

• also available as a single shoe (60460S-60)
• perfectly suitable for the care sector thanks to its possibility 

to be opened completely in the front (Page 36)

60 black: 36 - 47

• soft heel area without heel cap

60 black: 36 - 48, 50

25 navy blue: 36 - 47   60 black: 36 - 47

Bandage and therapy shoes



XXL
The XXL solution

• for lymph- and lipedema  

• for very severely swollen and wrapped feet  

• for mobility support, also during decongestive therapy 

• for easy handling

The special bandage and therapy shoe
with extra width

developed in cooperation with the “Földiklinik”, a special clinic 
for lymphology, and the orthopedic shoe technician Isele in 

Hinterzarten, Germany.

Our lymph shoes offer the following advantages:

• an early mobilization for very strong wrappings becomes 
possible and supports the treatment success  

• special solutions provide support and protection for the feet 

• easy to put on for patients with limited mobility 

• flexible fit, even for deswelling feet 

• available only as a single piece 

• profile + for more outdoor safety 

• extreme width

Varomed lymph shoes
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XXL
60310 lymph lace-up shoe

Microvelours/stretch, elastic insert in the shoe quarter,
lacing, 3 mm soft foam inlay, PU sole

60320 lymph sandal

Stretch, velcro fasteners, 6 mm soft foam inlay, PU sole

60330 lymph velcro shoe

Microvelours/stretch, elastic insert in the shoe quarter, velcro 
fasteners with eyelets, toe protector made of stretch velour 
and sewed-on soft foam inlay, PU sole

• available only as a single piece
• heel flap and laces serve as an aid for putting the 

shoe on and provide additional fastening
• elastic band in the heel area
• shoe front made of stretch

• available only as a single piece 
• optimum width regulation thanks to velcro fasteners 

with eyelets
•  integrated toe protector can be removed
• heel flap and laces serve as an aid for putting on the shoe 

and for additional fastening
• long velcro fasteners which can be individually shortened
• 60330 including toe protector

• available only as a single piece 
• optimum width regulation thanks to velcro fasteners with 

eyelets
• crossed velcro fasteners in the heel area for a good heel fit
• long velcro fasteners which can be individually shortened
• separate toe protector 60321

60L black: 36 - 48, 50 L for the left foot
60R black: 36 - 48, 50 R for the right foot

60L black: 36 - 48, 50 L for the left foot
60R black: 36 - 48, 50 R for the right foot

separate toe protector 60321

including toe protector 60321

60L black: 36 - 48, 50 L for the left foot
60R black: 36 - 48, 50 R for the right foot

Bandage and therapy shoes
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Indications

1. deformations, malposition and inflammation as a result of 
rheumatism, arthrosis and other degenerative diseases

2. Systemic disorders (e.g. lymphatic, vascular and hormonal) 
which cause the feet to increase and decrease in size during 
the day

3. hallux valgus, hallux rigidus, hammer toes, corns, toe and 
foot malposition, swollen feet and lymphedema

4. tender and sensitive feet

Advantages

Varomed stretch shoes contribute to foot pain relief and the-
refore support the natural movement pattern which results in 
a reduction of relieving postures and consequential damages 
thanks to the following features:

• soft adjustable materials in order to relieve pressure-sensitive 
feet in the right places

• flexible adjustability even during swelling and deswelling of 
the feet throughout the day

• wide tread surface for a safe step
• a stable, formed heel cap (closed materials) for good heel guide
• many models with large gripping areas and/or eyelets for 

easy handling
• outer soles which can be ground and orthopedically trimmed

A blessing for sensitive feet

Stretch shoes

Stretch shoes
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31311 Strasbourg

Microvelour/printed stretch, shoe quarter with antibacterial
jersey lining, velcro fastener, changeable footbed, PU sole

31511 Helsinki

Microvelour/printed stretch, shoe quarter with antibacterial 
jersey lining. velcro fastener, changeable footbed, PU sole

25 navy blue: 36 - 43   60 black: 36 - 43
52 mocca: 36 - 43  32 sand: 36 - 43
03 burgundy: 36 - 43

60 black: 36 - 43

Stretch shoes
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22 night blue: 36 - 47   67 pebble: 36 - 44
25 navy blue: 36 - 47  60 black: 36 - 47

60 black: 36 - 42   61 gray: 36 - 42

60815 Teneriffa

Leather/printed stretch, shoe quarter with antibacterial
jersey lining, velcro fastener, changeable footbed, PU sole

60840 Arlon

Stretch/microvelour, jersey lining, velcro fastener, 
3 mm soft foam inlay, PU sole

76211 Maastricht

Leather/stretch, Dialino lining, velcro fasteners with eyelets, 
changeable footbed, PU sole

• Profile + for more outdoor safety

• Profile + for more outdoor safety

60D (women): 36 - 43  60H (men): 41 - 47

Stretch shoes
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77351 Lyon

Leather/stretch, dialino lining, velcro fasteners, changeable 
footbed, PU/TPU-sole 

77371 Grenada

Leather/stretch, dialino lining, velcro fastener, changeable 
footbed, PU/TPU-sole 

59 dark gray: 3 - 8  60 black: 3 - 8
(incl. half sizes)

60 black: 3 - 8 (incl. half sizes)

• 1 cm increase in volume possible by 
removing the lining

• 1 cm increase in 
volume possible by 
removing the lining

• Velcro fasteners 
can be shortened

87220 Salerno

Stretch/microvelour, dialino lining, velcro fasteners, 
changeable footbed with memory effect, PU sole

25 navy blue: 3 - 8  60 black: 3 - 8 
(incl. half sizes)

Stretch shoes
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82540 Reno

Leather/stretch, dialino lining, velcro fastener, changeable 
footbed with memory effect, TR-sole

60 black: 41 - 47

• 1 cm increase in 
volume possible by 
removing the lining

• Velcro fasteners 
can be shortened

25 navy blue: 7 - 12  60 black: 7- 12
(incl. half sizes)

60 black: 41 - 48

88110 San Antonio

Stretch/leather, dialino lining, velcro fasteners, changeable 
footbed with memory effect, PU sole

82100 Madison

Leather/stretch, dialino lining, velcro fasteners, changeable 
footbed with memory effect, TR-sole

Stretch shoes
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79281 Madrid

Leather/stretch, dialino lining, velcro fasteners, lower velcro 
strap with eyelet, changeable footbed, PU sole

79151 Tallinn

Leather/stretch, dialino lining, velcro fastener, changeable 
footbed, PU sole

79142 Budapest

Leather/stretch, dialino lining, velcro fasteners with eyelets, 
changeable footbed, PU sole

60 black: 3 - 8  24 ocean blue: 3 - 8
(incl. half sizes)

60 black: 3 - 8 (incl. half sizes)

25 navy blue: 3 - 8 69 graphite: 3 - 8 
60 black: 3 - 8  67 pebble: 3 - 8
(incl. half sizes)

Stretch shoes
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60 black: 3- 8  23 jeans blue: 3 - 8
(incl. half sizes)

44 bronze: 3 - 8 (incl. half sizes)

77271 Marseille

Leather/mesh, dialino lining, velcro fasteners with eyelets, 
changeable footbed, PU/TPU-sole

77273 Lille

Leather/stretch, dialino lining, velcro fasteners with eyelets, 
changeable footbed, PU/TPU-sole

77243 Toulouse

Leather/knitting material, Dialino lining, velcro fasteners with 
eyelets, changeable footbed, PU/TPU-sole

25 navy blue: 3 - 8 61 gray: 3 - 8  
31 beige: 3 - 8  60 black: 3 - 8
(incl. half sizes)

Stretch shoes
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87221 Trenton

Stretch/leather, dialino lining, velcro fasteners with eyelets, 
changeable footbed with memory effect, PU sole

87112 Kioto

Stretch/leather, dialino lining, zipper, lacing, changeable 
footbed with memory effect, PU sole

87260 New York

Stretch/leather, jersey lining, elastic laces with stop, change-
able footbed with memory effect, PU sole

59 dark gray: 3 - 8 60 black: 3 - 8
(incl. half sizes)

60 black: 3 - 8 (incl. half sizes)

60 black: 3 - 8   25 navy blue: 3 - 8
31 beige: 3 - 8  (incl. half sizes)

• with zipper on the inside

• also available as man model 88260 New York Man 
(Sizes: 7 - 12, color: 60 black)

• elastic laces

Stretch shoes
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77701 Sevilla

Leather/stretch, jersey lining, velcro fastener, changeable 
footbed, PU/TPU-sole

77741 Fremont

Leather/stretch, jersey lining, velcro fastener, changeable 
footbed, PU/TPU-sole

77272 Lausanne

Leather/stretch, dialino lining, velcro fasteners with eyelets, 
changeable footbed, PU/TPU-sole

59 dark gray: 3 - 8 31 beige: 3 - 8  
60 black: 3 - 8  25 navy blue: 3 - 8
(incl. half sizes)

67 pebble: 3 - 8   25 navy blue: 3 - 8
61 gray: 3 - 8  60 black: 3 - 8
44 bronze: 3 - 8  (incl. half sizes)

61 gray: 3 - 8   67 pebble: 3 - 8
60 black: 3 - 8  (incl. half sizes)

Stretch shoes
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79231 Tartu

Leather/stretch, dialino lining, elastic inserts, changeable 
footbed, PU sole

79251 Siena

Leather/stretch, dialino lining, velcro fastener, changeable 
footbed, PU sole

60 black: 3 - 8 (incl. half sizes)

67 pebble: 3 - 8 (incl. half sizes)

77733 Malibu

Leather/stretch, jersey lining, changeable footbed, PU/TPU-sole

59 dark gray: 3 - 8 67 pebble: 3 - 8
(incl. half sizes)

Stretch shoes
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79721 Berlin

Leather/stretch, dialino lining, velcro fasteners, heel strap with 
velcro fastener, changeable footbed, PU sole

79703 Moskau

Leather/stretch, dialino lining, velcro fasteners, changeable 
footbed, PU sole

67 pebble: 3 - 8  60 black: 3 - 8 
(incl. half sizes)

44 bronze: 3 - 8 (incl. half sizes)

77701 Sevilla

Stretch shoes
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06325 Isabelle

Leather/stretch, dialino lining, velcro fasteners, heel strap with 
a clasp, changeable footbed, 35 mm heel, PU sole

06375 Maria

Leather/stretch, dialino lining, velcro fasteners, changeable 
footbed, 35 mm heel, PU sole

67 pebble: 36 - 43 25 navy blue: 36 - 43 
60 black: 36 - 43  70 white: 36 - 43

25 navy blue: 36 - 43  67 pebble: 36 - 43 
70 white: 36 - 43

Stretch shoes
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04325 Yvonne

Leather/stretch, dialino lining, velcro fasteners, heel strap with 
a clasp, changeable footbed, 35 mm heel, PU sole

04375 Mia

Leather/stretch, dialino lining, velcro fasteners, changeable 
footbed, 35 mm heel, PU sole

600 black lacquer: 36 - 42 67 pebble: 36 - 42 

600 black lacquer: 36 - 42 67 pebble: 36 - 42 

Stretch shoes
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Indications

1. diabetes as long as no diabetic foot syndrome (DFS) has 
been diagnosed

2. diabetes with slight foot deformities which require e. g. in-
lays, however without diabetic foot syndrome - the treating 
doctor’s and executing professionals’ opinions are decisive

3. circulatory problems as long as a diabetic foot syndrome 
can be excluded

4. polyneuropathy with slight symptoms as long as a diabetic 
foot syndrome can be excluded

5. slight foot deformities

6. pressure sensitivity with or without concomitant inflammation

Advantages

Varomed prophylaxis shoes have the following features in order 
to protect feet which respond especially sensitively to pressure:

• insides made of valuable soft materials which are processed 
according to high-quality standards and which perfectly 
protect the feet from friction

• a lining which is sewed in nearly without any seams and which 
also well absorbs moisture

• a large last width which enables orthopedic inlays of up to 
10 mm

• enough room in the toe and ball area of the foot
• a dimensionally stable outer sole with a wide tread surface

Prophylaxis shoes
A guardian angel for demanding feet

Prophylaxis shoes
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87160 Glenn

Knitting material, dialino lining, lacing, changeable footbed 
with memory effect, PU sole

25 navy blue: 3 - 8 61 gray: 3 - 8
66 silver: 3 - 8   54 salmon pink: 3 - 8
(incl. half sizes)

87275 Quincy

Leather, dialino lining, velcro fasteners, changeable footbed 
with memory effect, PU sole

25 navy blue: 3 - 8 (incl. half sizes)

Prophylaxis shoes
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88120 Austin

Knitting material/leather, Dialino lining, lacing, changeable 
footbed with memory effect, PU sole 

25 navy blue: 7 - 12 (incl. half sizes)

88170 Chico

Leather, dialino lining, velcro fasteners, changeable footbed 
with memory effect, PU sole

25 navy blue: 7 - 12  61 gray: 7 - 12
(incl. half sizes)

Prophylaxis shoes
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88130 Nashville

Leather, dialino lining, lacing, changeable footbed with memory 
effect, PU sole

88180 Houston

Knitting material/leather, dialino lining, two zippers, lacing, 
changeable footbed with memory effect, TR-sole

23 jeans: 7 - 12 (incl. half sizes)

60 black: 7 - 12 (incl. half sizes)

88510 Ottawa

Leather/mesh, dialino lining, velcro fasteners, changeable 
footbed with memory effect, PU sole

61 gray: 7 - 12 (incl. half sizes)

• Adjust the fit just once with the laces, 
after which the shoes can be easily ope-
ned wide with two zip fasteners

Prophylaxis shoes
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78120 Vaduz

Moose leather, dialino lining, velcro fasteners, changeable 
footbed, PU sole

78100 Tirana

Leather/stretch, dialino lining, velcro fastener, changeable 
footbed, PU sole

82120 Memphis

Moose leather, dialino lining, velcro fasteners, changeable 
footbed with memory effect, TR-sole

60 black: 40 - 47

60 black: 40 - 47

60 black: 41 - 47

• soft, adjustable moose leather

• soft, adjustable moose leather

• also suitable for thicker personal inlays thanks to its 
toe height

• pressure relief in the forefoot area

Prophylaxis shoes
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Indications

1. diabetic foot syndrome (diabetic polyneuropathy with distinc-
tive neuropathy (loss of sensitivity) and distinctive angiopathy 
(circulatory disorders))

2. for healed ulcers and/or other mechanical irritations which 
lead to regional pressure peaks

3. cases in which a custom orthopedic shoe is not necessary 
yet due to the physiological foot shape

Advantages

Varomed diabetic shoes are especially designed for the diabetic 
foot and protect it thanks to

• anatomically formed, especially wide shoe lasts for sufficient 
volume particularly in the forefoot and toe area

• a cushioned, nearly seamless shaft equipped with soft, fast-
drying Dialino lining which perfectly absorbs moisture and 
therefore protects against friction

• a very high immersion edge of the outer sole in order to keep 
orthopedic inlays stable and slip-resistant within the shoe

• a solid heel cap which positions the foot well in the shoe 
• handy closing solutions and a wide-opening entry

Diabetic shoes
A must-have for diabetic feet

Diabetic shoes
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3-12

The anatomically shaped last pro-
vides sufficient space for additional 
foot deformities such as hallux val-
gus, hallux rigidus, hammer and 

claw toes.

CE-marked quality product

We have developed a special width system for our diabetic shoes 
to provide optimum care for diabetic feet. You will find three 
widths (ranging from narrow        , to regular        and        which 
has the largest volume) among the icons marked DIA. Unlike 
normal shoe widths, this does not indicate the width pure 
and simple, but particularly the height of the last. In order to 
provide all our customers with the best possible service, our 
width        offers a footbed lift of up to 8 mm so that even narrow 
feet have sufficient support. In the case of  widths       and       it is 
possible to accommodate even footbeds with up to 14 - 16 mm.

English sizes and half-sizes 
provide a perfect fit

Wide shaft opening so the 
shoe can be easily put on 
and taken off, and for che-
cking the fit to the foot

Sufficient space to accommodate 
an insert adapted for diabetic feet 
and/or a soft foam insert depending 

on the choice of width.

Shaft (edge) and ton-
gue are cushioned 
and “give” if required

Special diabetic seamless 
lining and breathable lining 
material for an agreeable 

foot temperature

Various models available 
in 3 widths

Plenty of room around the 
toes and ball of the foot.

Perfect adjustment opti-
ons: Variable fasteners

The sole stiffening already in-
corporated into the shoe pro-
vides optimum support. The 

soles can also be shaped.

Special shoes for patients with diabetes

To make the selection of the correct width easier for you and 
to make our manufacturing more flexible, we have produced 
a shoe that combines the DIA widths        and        . By using a 3 
mm insert that is supplied with every product, the width can 
be adjusted individually. You determine the specific support 
of the bed.
The height of the last of the        width model is 4 cm (measu-
red from the insole, forefoot area 1.5 cm from the end of the 
shaft at the front). In the case of widths        and        , 4.6 cm 
(measured from the insole, forefoot area 1,5 cm from the end 
of the shaft at the front).

Diabetic shoes
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90112 Duisburg

Leather, dialino lining, two zippers, lacing, changeable foot-
bed, PU sole

90272 Dresden

Leather/stretch, dialino lining, velcro fasteners with eyelets, 
changeable footbed, PU sole

60H black: 3 - 8  60K black: 3 - 8
60L black: 3 - 8 (incl. half sizes)

61H gray: 3 - 8   61K gray: 3 - 8 
61L gray: 3 - 8   (incl. half sizes)

• with sole stiffening

• with sole stiffening

Diabetic shoes
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90180 Dortmund

Leather, dialino lining, two zippers, lacing, changeable foot-
bed, TR-sole

• Adjust once with lacing, then 
conveniently open wide with 
two zippers

60H black: 7 - 12  60K black: 7 - 12 
60L black: 7 - 12  (incl. half sizes)

90220 Düsseldorf

Stretch/leather, dialino lining, velcro fasteners, changeable 
footbed, PU sole

90275 Deggendorf

Leather, dialino lining, velcro fasteners, changeable footbed, 
PU-Sohle

60H black: 3 - 12  60K black: 3 - 12
60L black: 3 - 12 (incl. half sizes)

50H tan: 3 - 12  50K tan: 3 - 12
50L tan: 3 - 12  (incl. half sizes)

• with sole stiffening

• with sole stiffening

• with sole stiffening

Diabetic shoes
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75100 Oslo

Leather, dialino lining, velcro fastener with eyelet,
changeable footbed, PU sole

75150 Brüssel

Leather, dialino lining, velcro fastener, changeable footbed, 
PU sole

75500 Wien

Leather, Dialino lining, velcro fasteners, changeable footbed, 
PU sole

• without sole stiffening

• without sole stiffening

60 black: 40 - 47

60 black: 40 - 47

60 black: 40 - 47

• optimum width regulation thanks to a velcro fastener 
with eyelet

• without sole stiffening

Diabetic shoes
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• with an anatomically formed footbed
or
• with house slippers which can easily fit thicker orthopedic 

inlays
• in classic styles made of high-quality materials

Often times we forget to do something good for ourselves as 
well. Our feet which carry us our whole lives are often neglec-
ted at home. In order to change that we offer you our popular 
house slippers all year round. 
In order to find the perfect fit they are of course available in 
different widths.

House slippers
Maximum comfort for at home

House slippers
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24445 Bella

Soft velour, integrated footbed cannot be removed, velcro 
fastener,pre-formed footbed with rounded heel, new wool 
lining, velcro fastener, PU sole

249XX Anna

integrated footbed cannot be removed,pre-formed footbed 
with rounded heel, velcro fasteners, 30 mm heel, PU sole

31931 Skopje

Velour material, jersey lining, velcro fasteners, changeable 
footbed, PU sole 

03 burgundy: 36 - 43  61 gray: 36 - 43

25 navy blue: 36 - 42

different seasonal colors: 36 - 43
Exemplary image! Upper material 
and color in different, variable

House slippers
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2693X Monza

velcro fasteners, changeable footbed, 30 mm heel, PU sole

26311 Como

Microvelour/stretch, velcro fastener, changeable footbed,
PU-Sohle

60 black: 36 - 43

different seasonal colors: 36 - 43Exemplary image! Upper material 
and color in different, variable

• pressure relief in the forefoot area

31920 Genua Width H

Velcro velour, antibacterial terrycloth lining, velcro fasteners, 
changeable footbed, PU sole

25 navy blue: 36 - 43

House slippers
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69511 Richard

Woolen fabric, new wool lining, zipper, PVC sole

69531 Rudi

Woolen fabric, new wool lining, velcro fastener, PVC sole

69541 Toni

Woolen fabric, new wool lining, velcro fasteners, PVC sole

60 black: 36 - 47

60 black: 36 - 47

60 black: 36 - 47

House slippers
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69126 Simon

Woolen fabric, new wool lining, elastic inserts, PVC sole

60 black: 36 - 47

60 black: 39 - 46  50 brown: 39 - 46
25 navy blue: 39 - 46

04871 Henry

Felt material, velcro fastener, changeable footbed with leather, 
PU sole

04811 Luca

Leather, leather lining, velcro fasteners, changeable foot-
bed with leather, PU sole

59 dark gray: 36 - 47

House slippers
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60 black: 36 - 46  31 beige: 36 - 46
25 navy blue: 36 - 46

02624 Ricardo

Effect material/stretch, plush lining, velcro fastener, 
changeable footbed, rubber sole

02667 Maxi

Effect material/stretch, plush lining, velcro fastener, 
changeable footbed, rubber sole

60 black: 36 - 46

60851 Malmedy

Premium Velcro velour, black terrycloth lining, elastic inserts, 
3 mm soft foam inlay, PU sole

• Premium velcro velour with black lining

60 black: 36 - 47

House slippers
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60 black: 36 - 46  70 white: 35 - 46

04161 Helsingborg

PU-Leather, leather lining, adjustable heel strap,
reversible footbed with massage function, PU sole

04301 Martha

Leather, dialino lining, velcro fasteners, changeable footbed, 
PU sole

31 beige: 36 - 42  60 black: 36 - 42

• a relieve for stressed feet
• very comfortable thanks to high-quality processing with real 

hand seam
• comfortable width for sufficient space in the toe and ball 

area of the foot

Especially people who are on their feet all day long in order
to help others should pay attention to their feet.

• ideal for care professions or in a hospital - not suitable for 
wear in kitchen areas

• sizes 35 - 42: reversible footbed with its vitalizing massage side
• sizes 43 - 46: changeable footbed with leather

• ideal for hospitality workers - not suitable for wear in kitchen 
areas

Shoes for everyday 
wear at work

House slippers
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• water-resistant, windproof and breathable Varomed functional 
membrane

• soft and cuddly climate-regulating lamb’s wool or new wool 
lining

• tried and tested fits

The perfect companion for the uncomfortable season. Wet and 
cold feet are a thing of the past in these models. Even road salt 
edges can be removed without problems from the low-main-
tenance microvelour. 
Thanks to the use of special membranes, our winter boots are 
waterresistant, windproof and breathable and additionally have 
TPU inserts with beneficial anti-slip properties. 
Real lamb’s wool or pure new wool keep the feet especially 
warm without making them sweat. Simply a special and safe 
footstep feeling for the winter season.

Boots
Reliable companion during rain, ice and snow

TPU-inserts
make our shoes fit for ice and snow

Boots
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46311 Lene

Microvelour, new wool lining, Varotex-Membrane,
velcro fasteners, PU sole mit TPU inserts

46451 Ina

Microvelour, new wool lining, Varotex-Membrane, zippers, 
PU sole mit TPU inserts

46313 Lisa

Microvelour, lambskin lining, Varotex-Membrane,
velcro fasteners, PU sole mit TPU inserts

60 black: 36 - 44

60 black: 36 - 44

60 black: 36 - 44

• for width L see article number 60970 (Page 43)

Boots
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50335 Caroline

Microvelour/leather, new wool lining, Varotex-Membrane,
velcro fastener, PU sole mit TPU inserts

50511 Tamara

Microvelour, new wool lining, Varotex-Membrane, zipper, 
PU sole mit TPU inserts

60 black: 37 - 45

60 black: 37 - 45

64421 Paul

Microvelour, new wool lining, Varotex-Membrane,
velcro fasteners, PU sole

60 black: 40 - 47

Boots
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Our special service for you

You need the straps extended in order to adjust the shoe individually to the foot?
• As a specialized workshop or store, you can order matching velcro and fleece mate-

rials directly from us. *
• Of course we can also take over this task for you. Please contact us to find out if this is 

possible in the particular case and keep in mind that this is a customized product.*

* only for an additional charge

We will gladly provide you with promotional material for your business. 
Ask for the latest promotional packages

Extended straps

Advertising material

Sample packages

Advantages for you:
• Your customer has an immediate impression of the quality of the material as 

well as the fit and the feel of the product when worn during the discussion
• The product can be directly ordered with the right fit for the customer: less 

book-keeping and administration work - no more tiresome returns
• Savings on double postage costs and the processing fee caused by returns
• And also: ideal for shop window or showcase display

The clever way to optimize patient care: Varomed sample packages - display items for your customers

60033-001: 3 shoes in women’s sizes*
60033-002: 2 shoes in men’s sizes*

*Sizes at our option

Sample packages Form 58 Sample packages Form 60

60034-001: 3 shoes in women’s sizes*
60034-002: 2 shoes in men’s sizes*

Accessories
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Accessories
You need more accessories in order to adjust the shoe optimally to the needs of
the foot?

• Select from our wide range of insoles, heel straps and shoe horn.
• In order to complement our range, we also offer socks and the ideal care pro-

ducts for our shoes.

60000 changeable footbed suitable for forms 58 and 60
covered with Dialino 
Sizes: 36 - 48, 50

Insoles are only available in pairs and cannot be exchanged.

60911 insoles suitable for forms 58 and 60
made of 7 mm thick Latex foam covered with terrycloth 
Sizes: 36 - 48, 50

04000 massage footbed suitable for form 04
reversible footbed with massaging function, covered
with leather
Sizes: 36 - 46

31100 changeable footbed suitable for form 31
covered with Cool-Max
Sizes: 36 - 43

58899 insoles for form 58
made of 6 mm thick soft foam covered with terrycloth
Sizes: 36 - 48

58901 heel strap
attachable heel strap for models 58900, 58906 and 58908
Sizes: I = 36 - 38, II = 39 - 41, III = 42 - 44, IV = 45 - 48

60001 long shoe horn
comfortable length, stable, made of plastic
Lenght: 75 cm, color: gray

60 black 25 navy blueColors:

Accessories
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40°

1950 travel socks „Holiday“

knee-high socks with cotton, skin-friendly, durable and bre-
athable, snug but still noticeably comforting and vitalizing 
(ca. 18mmHg)
58% cotton, 26% polyamide, 16% elastane

Sizes: I = 36-38, II = 38-40, III = 40-42, IV = 42-44, V = 44-46,
VI = 46-48 

60024 functional detergent

hygenic cleanliness
• suitable for our shoes labelled washable
• no bleach, fillers or optical brighteners
• effective and hygienic washing starting at 30 degrees
• 100 % solvent-free, fluorine-free, PFC-free
• certified German prime quality 
Content: 1 PU = 12 à 150 ml

60026 waterproofing spray

protection against dirt 
• suitable for shoes made of leather and modern synthetics
• material breathability is being maintained
• Kind to the shoes and the environment due to its water-ba-

sed composition
• 100 % solvent-free, fluorine-free, PFC-free
• certified German prime quality
Content: 1 PU = 12 à 150 ml

60022 shoe deodorant

long-lasting freshness
• neutralizes unpleasant odors, absorbs moisture and regulates 

the climate in the shoe
• fragrance: fresh linen
• Water-based composition which, unlike some alcohol-based 

formulations, causes absolutely no irritation to the skin if the 
shoes are worn without socks

• 100 % PFC-free
• certified German prime quality
Content: 1 PU = 12 à 150 ml

60 black 37 vanilla

Socks are only available in pairs and cannot be exchanged.

Accessories
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60°

40°

Socks are only available in pairs and cannot be exchanged.

Sizes: I = 36-38, II = 38-40, III = 40-42, IV = 42-45, V = 46-48 

Sizes: I = 35-38, II = 39-42, III = 43-45, IV = 46-48 

Rubber-free
cuff

Stretchy shaft
and ends

actively climate-effective
and moisture-transporting
two-layer technology

stretchy foot area
for large foot widths

linked tip on
the outside

air-comfort cushion in 
pressure-sensitive areas

extremely stretchy
shaft and ends

hand-linked
tip

stretchy foot area
for large widths

60 black

60 black

1951 socks „Soft“

Lightweight, snug special socks made of skin-friendly,
elastic cotton blend for a wrinkle-free fit, twin pack
97% cotton, 3% elastane – wash inside out before first
wear, boil-proof up to 90°

1952 socks „Sport“

Pressure-relieving, extremely adaptable multifunctional socks, 
for large foot and shaft widths, for a wrinklefree fit
75% cotton, 12% polypropylene, 8% polyamide, 5% elastane 
– wash inside out before first wear

Socks are only available in pairs and cannot be exchanged.

Accessories
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number name page
02624 Ricardo 80
02667 Maxi 80
04000 Massage footbed 87
04161 Helsingborg 81
04301 Martha 81
04325 Yvonne 61
04375 Mia 61
04811 Luca 79
04871 Henry 79
06325 Isabelle 60
06375 Maria 60
24445 Bella 76
249XX Anna 76
26311 Como 77
2693X Monza 77
31100 Changeable footbed F31 87
31311 Strasbourg 50
31511 Helsinki 50
31920 Genua Width H 77
31931 Skopje 76
46311 Lene 84
46313 Lisa 84
46451 Ina 84
50335 Caroline 85
50511 Tamara 85
58880 Malmö 40
58880 Malmö Premium 31
58881 Stockholm 39
58882 Göteborg 39
58890 Lugano 40
58892 Genf 39
58896 Mailand 40
58899 Insole F58 87
58900 Ibiza 38
58901 Heel strap 87
58906 Bali 38
58907 Grenoble 41
58908 Kopenhagen 38
60000 Changeable footbed F58/60 87
60001 Shoe horn 87
60022 Shoe deodorant 88
60024 Functional detergent 88
60026 Waterproofing spray 88
60210 Sorrent 37
60310 Lymph lace-up shoe 47
60320 Lymph sandal 47
60321 Lymph toe protector 47
60330 Lymph velcro shoe 47
60410 Roma XXL 45
60420 Dublin XXL 45
60450 Rijeka XXL 44
60460 Meran XXL 45
60470 Hamburg XXL 44
60480 Göteborg XXL 44
60490 Genua XXL 33
60650 Genua Slipper 33
60710 Kokkola 41
60810 Tromsö 42
60811 Zürich 42
60815 Teneriffa 51
60817 Zürich winter 42
60820 Vancouver 43
60840 Arlon 51
60843 Valencia 41
60851 Malmedy 80
60870 Rimini 36

number name page
60882 Florenz 43
60910 Meran 36
60910 Meran Premium 31
60911 Insole F58/60 87
60919 Genua Colour 32
60920 Genua 33
60920 Genua Premium 31
60922 Parma 35
60924 London 35
60925 Genua winter I 34
60926 Belfast 34
60928 Genua winter II 34
60929 London winter 35
60930 Garmisch 37
60960 Lindau 37
60970 Innsbruck 43
64421 Paul 85
69126 Simon 79
69511 Richard 78
69531 Rudi 78
69541 Toni 78
75100 Oslo 73
75150 Brüssel 73
75500 Wien 73
76211 Maastricht 51
77243 Toulouse 55
77271 Marseille 55
77272 Lausanne 57
77273 Lille 55
77351 Lyon 52
77371 Grenada 52
77701 Sevilla 57
77733 Malibu 58
77741 Fremont 57
78100 Tirana 67
78120 Vaduz 67
79142 Budapest 54
79151 Tallinn 54
79231 Tartu 58
79251 Siena 58
79281 Madrid 54
79703 Moskau 59
79721 Berlin 59
82100 Madison 53
82120 Memphis 67
82540 Reno 53
87112 Kioto 56
87160 Glenn 64
87220 Salerno 52
87221 Trenton 56
87260 New York 56
87275 Quincy 64
88110 San Antonio 53
88120 Austin 65
88130 Nashville 66
88170 Chico 65
88180 Houston 66
88260 New York Man 56
88510 Ottawa 66
90112 Duisburg 71
90180 Dortmund 72
90220 Düsseldorf 72
90272 Dresden 71
90275 Deggendorf 72
1950 Travel socks „Holiday“ 88
1951 Socks „Soft“ 89
1952 Socks „Sport“ 89
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name number page
Anna 249XX 76
Arlon 60840 51
Austin 88120 65
Bali 58906 38
Belfast 60926 34
Bella 24445 76
Berlin 79721 59
Brüssel 75150 73
Budapest 79142 54
Caroline 50335 85
Changeable footbed F31 31100 87
Changeable footbed F58/60 60000 87
Chico 88170 65
Como 26311 77
Deggendorf 90275 72
Dortmund 90180 72
Dresden 90272 71
Dublin XXL 60420 45
Duisburg 90112 71
Düsseldorf 90220 72
Florenz 60882 43
Fremont 77741 57
Functional detergent 60024 88
Garmisch 60930 37
Genf 58892 39
Genua 60920 33
Genua Colour 60919 32
Genua Premium 60920 31
Genua Slipper 60650 33
Genua Width H 31920 77
Genua winter I 60925 34
Genua winter II 60928 34
Genua XXL 60490 33
Glenn 87160 64
Göteborg 58882 39
Göteborg XXL 60480 44
Grenada 77351 52
Grenoble 58907 41
Hamburg XXL 60470 44
Heel strap 58901 87
Helsingborg 04161 81
Helsinki 31531 50
Henry 04871 79
Houston 88180 66
Ibiza 58900 38
Ina 46451 84
Innsbruck 60970 43
Insole F58 58899 87
Insole F58/60 60911 87
Isabelle 06325 60
Kioto 87112 56
Kokkola 60710 41
Kopenhagen 58908 38
Lausanne 77272 57
Lene 46311 84
Lille 77273 55
Lindau 60960 37
Lisa 46313 84
London 60924 35
London winter 60929 35
Luca 04811 79
Lugano 58890 40
Lymph lace-up shoe 60310 47
Lymph sandal 60320 47
Lymph toe protector 60321 47
Lymph velcro shoe 60330 47
Lyon 77351 52

name number page
Maastricht 76211 51
Madrid 79281 54
Madison 82100 53
Mailand 58896 40
Malibu 77733 58
Malmedy 60851 80
Malmö 58880 40
Malmö Premium 58880 31
Maria 06375 60
Marseille 77271 55
Martha 04301 81
Massage footbed 04000 87
Maxi 02667 80
Memphis 82120 67
Meran 60910 36
Meran Premium 60910 31
Meran XXL 60460 45
Mia 04375 61
Monza 2693X 77
Moskau 79703 59
Nashville 88130 66
New York 87260 56
New York Man 88260 56
Oslo 75100 73
Ottawa 88510 66
Parma 60922 35
Paul 64421 85
Quincy 87275 64
Reno 82540 53
Ricardo 02624 80
Richard 69511 78
Rijeka XXL 60450 44
Rimini 60870 36
Roma XXL 60410 45
Rudi 69531 78
Salerno 87220 52
San Antonio 88110 53
Shoe deodorant 60022 88
Shoe horn 60001 87
Sevilla 77701 57
Siena 79251 58
Simon 69126 79
Skopje 31931 76
Socks „Soft“ 1951 89
Socks „Sport“ 1952 89
Sorrent 60210 37
Stockholm 58881 39
Strasbourg 31311 50
Tallinn 79151 54
Tamara 50511 85
Tartu 79231 58
Teneriffa 60815 51
Tirana 78100 67
Toni 69541 78
Toulouse 77243 55
Travel socks „Holiday“ 1950 88
Trenton 87221 56
Tromsö 60810 42
Vaduz 78120 67
Valencia 60843 41
Vancouver 60820 43
Waterprofing spray 60026 88
Wien 75500 73
Yvonne 04325 61
Zürich 60811 42
Zürich winter 60817 42
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Varomed – a Florett GmbH brand
Shoe production in Germany since 1959

Florett GmbH - Weinbergstraße 15 - 93413 Cham - Germany
+49 9971 4872 0       +49 9971 4872 28         info@florett.de         www.florett.de

customer number:


